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Materials
32 pairs of highly codable objects with mono- and multi-syllabic names. 1st objects matched on
name agreement, word frequency, & initial phonemes. 2nd objects counterbalanced.
List 1 List 2
1st object name 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
Short “scarf”
Long “skeleton”
Minimizing Buffering and Maximizing Fluency in
Deciding When to Speak 
Speakers often prepare words at the last second, immediately before articulating them [1]. How do
speakers estimate when this last-second word preparation should start?
Background
Although it takes almost a second to prepare an object name, articulating it takes less than half a
second. Speakers seem to only prepare one name at a time. So, in naming two objects, speakers
must either pause between names or buffer the 1st name while preparing the 2nd name.
The surest way to avoid pausing between two names would be to prepare both entirely before
speaking. When matched on other dimensions, long names are prepared as quickly as short
names [3, 4]. So, object pairs with long vs. short 1st names would have similar speech onsets if
speakers prepared both names before speaking.
However, long names provide more time during their articulation to prepare the 2nd object’s name.
If speakers try to minimize the time spent buffering prepared 1st names, they should prepare 2nd
names less before starting to articulate long compared to short 1st names.
Experiment 1
20 Stanford students named object pairs without pausing between names. Results for 985 (77%)
utterances with fluent target names.
Experiment 2
32 Georgia Tech students named object pairs without pausing in two blocks, immediate & next to.
Results for 1561 (76%) utterances with fluent target names.
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Conclusions
When avoiding disfluencies, speakers varied when they began to speak based on the amount of
time available for preparing a second name after speech began. Preparation time for second names
during speech was greater when first names had multiple syllables, when function-like words were
inserted between names, and when speakers were slower to articulate words (Tech vs. Stanford
students). Similar trade-offs between action durations and advance preparation have been observed
in sequences of arm movements [5], showing commonalities in sequence planning across modali-
ties. Estimates of the time required to carry out and prepare actions allow people to minimize buffer-
ing of prepared actions while fluently performing sequences [6].
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When speakers describe
scenes, they tend to gaze at
referents during the second
before uttering their names.
These gazes reflect the time
needed to select names and
retrieve phonological forms [2]. 
When 1st name long (“skeleton pipe”) rather than short (“scarf pipe”), speakers
¨ started speaking 78 ms earlier
¨ spoke for 73 ms longer
¨ gazed at 1st objects for same amount of time
¨ spent 62 ms less time gazing at 2nd objects before speech
¨ spent 102 ms more time gazing at 2nd objects during speech.
H
Immediate:  “scarf pipe” - replicated the results of Expt 1.
“Next to”: “scarf next to pipe”  - utterances with short 1st names like those with long 1st names in
speech onsets and gaze durations. Inserting words led to earlier speech onsets.
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In Experiment 1, speakers prepared 1st names completely and 2nd names partially before beginning
to speak. The amount of time spent preparing 2nd names prior to speaking increased as the duration
of the 1st name decreased.
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If speakers really time speech onset based on the
time available during speech to prepare 2nd names,
adding easily prepared words between names
should make short 1st names more like long ones.
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